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SmartBridge plug-ins 

SmartBridge supports plug-ins, you can write your own plug-in using one of the native 

programming language like (C/C++, Delphi, Rust …etc) that can compile dynamic link libraries. 

You can use these extensions to connect SmartBridge with other software/system like (Billing, 

ERP…etc). You may need to have the source code of the other software to be able to modify it and 

process the data saved by your plug-in. 

Plug-in structure 

SmartBridge plug-in is a dll file that contains callback functions to be called by SmartBridge. 

Currently one plug-in is available which means you can write one plug-in only. This plug-in will 

contains two callbacks to called when (Save, Delete) weight ticket in SmartBridge. For this plug-in 

the dll file should be named wmodule.dll and should be saved in modules directory in 

SmartBridge path. 

The save ticket callback should be named sb_save_ticket_callback  and has the next declaration: 



 

SmartBridge will call this function from your plug-in  each time ticket saved. 

The delete ticket callback should be named sb_delete_ticket_callback  and has the next 

declaration: 

 

SmartBrigde will call this function from your plug-in each time ticket deleted. 

You should handle exceptions inside the callbacks functions. Undefined behaviors inside the 

callbacks may cause SmartBridge crashing.  

Plug-in sample in C 

In this sample I will show you how to write SmartBridge plug-in in C. this plug-in will save the ticket 

data in a separate MySql database. 

First let create the MySql database.  

 

Create simple table to save needed ticket data. 



 

Now let us write the C code for this plug-in. this code will be compiled using MS C compiler. 

 







Compile this code using MS compiler into wmodule.dll. Create modules directory inside 

SmartBridge path. Copy wmodule.dll into the modules directory. 


